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1. Outline 
This “Front Control Panel Option” enables VTR like operations for JP2pro_rev.S in a 

stand-alone basis..  

The dedicated Utility Software for PC or the other controller is needed for the following 

functions: 

 

1) The synchronous record/play 

 

 

2. Names of control parts 
 ① 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

① Character display part 
② Machine mode selection part 

③ Main control part 
④ Mark/Search part 
⑤ JOG/Shuttle part 
⑥ Ten-Key switch part 
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②

 

③
 ④
 ⑤
⑥



 

3. Detailed functions of each part 
 

3_1 Character display part 

Character display indicates the current time code value, recorder mode, recorded contents 

number, the speed indication, the remaining time and error messages in normal operation 

mode. In the MENU mode, the Character display displays selection items. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(NOTE) There are two Time Mode indications, TC and TT. This mode is determined by 

[TIME SELECT] item in the TC menu. When you select the “TC” in the menu, the TC is 

indicated and the time code value is displayed on the Current Time position. When you 

select the “CTL” in the menu, the TT is indicated and the internal timer value is displayed on 

the Current Time position only in playback modes (PLAY SLOW, SHUTTLE PB etc.). In EE 

and REC modes, the TC is displayed regardless of the selection. 

Current Time Recorder Mode 

Recorded Contents Number

REC or CLIP or SEQ 

Speed Indication 

Time Mode 

Remaining Time 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(NOTE) The remaining time is indicated in record mode or pressing the ► key in the other 

mode. The error message appears on the lower line of the display when error occurs. 

Please push the SFT key and the 0 key to clear the error indication. 
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3_2 Machine mode selection part 

This part selects the usage of the recorder.  

 

・ R button: 

Selects recorder mode. All functions including REC can be controlled independently. 

  

・ P button: 

Selects player mode. During recording, player functions (PLAY, SHUTTLE, JOG, 

SEARCH etc) can be controlled without affecting the recording. REC button is disabled 

in this mode. 

For stopping the recording, reactivate the R button and pushing the STOP button.  

(NOTE) Simultaneous RECORD/PLAY is an OPTION. 

When R or P button is lit, pushing the lit button (R or P) for more than 1.5 seconds 

causes both buttons off, and control panel function is disabled (REMOTE only). For 

reactivating the control panel functions, push one of two buttons (R or P) for more than 

1.5 seconds till the button is lit again. 
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3_3 Main control part 

 

・ MEN key:  

MENU key. Opens the set-up MENU. Please refer to the [Set-up menu] paragraph for 

more information. When pushing the SFT key and MEN key simultaneously, the recorded 

files (REC-001, 002, 003---) can be selected. As the REC file number blinks, select a 

desired REC file by ▲▼ key, JOG dial or ten keys then push the SET key. Push the MEN 

key again for closing the set-up menu. 

 

・ ▲ key: 

Moves the selection items upward. When pushing the SFT key and this key 

simultaneously, the CLIP list is displayed. 

 

・ ▼ key: 

Moves the selection items downward. When pushing the SFT key and this key 

simultaneously, the CUE point list is displayed.  

 

・ ◄ key: 
Moves the selection items leftward. When pushing the SFT key and this key 

simultaneously, the TC generator value can be reset to all zero. 

When “CLIP selection sub-menu” of the SEQ playback is selected, pushing SFT key and 

this key decrease number of CLIP items to be assigned for sequence playback. 

 

・ ► key: 
Moves the selection items rightward. When pushing the SFT key and this key 

simultaneously, the TC generator value can be preset to the desirable value. Before push 

these buttons, the desirable TC value should be typed by using the Ten-Keys.  

In the LIST menu, by pushing the SFT key and ► key simultaneously, you can enter the 

detailed set-up dialog. 

When CLIP selection sub-menu of the SEQ playback is selected, pushing SFT key and 

this key increases number of CLIP items to be assigned for sequence playback. 

When pressing this key in the modes other than the REC mode, the remaining time is 

displayed on the right bottom of the character display.  
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・ SET key 

Fixes the selected items in MENU mode. When pushing the SFT key and this key 

simultaneously, this key works as the ESCAPE key. The ESCAPE works to return the 

selection one step before.  

 

・ REW button: 
REWIND button. Moves the playback position backward at about 50 times of the normal 

play speed. The difference between the REW and the SHUTTLE REVERSE is that the 

REW can move beyond the border of the REC files. The SHUTTLE is only movable within 

the selected REC file or CLIP. When pushing the SFT key and this key simultaneously, the 

recorder jumps to the beginning point of the selected REC file or CLIP. 

 

・ FF button: 
Fast Forward button. Moves the playback position forward at about 50 times of the normal 

play speed. The difference between the FF and the SHUTTLE FORWARD is that the FF 

can move beyond the border of the REC files. The SHUTTLE is only movable within the 

selected REC files or CLIP. When pushing the SFT key and this key simultaneously, the 

recorder jumps to the ending point of the selected REC file or CLIP. During simultaneous 

REC/PLAY operation, by pushing SFT key and this button simultaneously, recorder jumps 

to the minimum delayed point (about 3 seconds before the recording is made) and goes 

into PLAY mode.  

 

・ STOP button: 
Puts the recorder mode into stop. If the P button of the “Machine mode selection part” is 

activated, the STOP is not effective for recording.  Reactivate the R button and push the 

STOP button to stop the recording. 

 

・ PLAY button:  

Puts the recorder mode into Playback mode.  

 

・ REC button: 
While keep pushing this button, pushing the PLAY button makes the recorder starts to 

record. When pushing this button independently in STANDBY mode, the video and the 

audio outputs become EE out (Input signals are fed to the outputs through internal 

electronics. The EE video output is processed through the JPEG2000 encoder and 
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decoder.)  When pushing the SFT key and this key simultaneously in STANDBY mode, 

the PB signal appears on the video output, and the audio signals are muted. 

  
3_4 Mark/Search part 

 

・ Srch button: 
SEARCH button. Searches the selected CUE points instantaneously. If pushing this button 

after entering the TC (time code) value by Ten-Keys, the recorder immediately searches the 

designated TC position. When pushing the SFT key and this key simultaneously, the recorder 

CUE-UPs at the time before the PREROLL time selected in the Control Menu.  

 

・ Mark button: 
Marks the TC value at the current position. If pushing this button after typing the TC value by 

Ten-Keys, the typed TC value is stored as the CUE point. 

Also the Mark button is used for making CLIPs. Pushing the Mark IN determines the start 

point, and pushing the Mark OUT (SFT+Mark IN) determines the end point of the CLIP.  
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3_5 JOG/Shuttle part 

 

・ STL button:  

SHUTTLE button.  Initiates the SHUTTLE mode. The JOG Dial controls the direction and the 

speed. The direction and the speed are displayed on the Character Display. The + indicates 

the forward direction and the – indicates the reverse direction.  

When pushing the SFT key and the STL button simultaneously in the REC file selection 

procedure, the ERASE INHIBIT can be set or reset.  

 

・ JOG button: 
Initiates the JOG mode. The JOG Dial controls the direction and the speed. The direction and 

the speed are displayed on the Character Display. The + indicates the forward direction and 

the – indicates the reverse direction. When pushing the SFT key and the JOG button 

simultaneously, [SEL PTN (Select Partition)] selection item is displayed. 

 

・ VAR button:  

VARIABLE button. Initiates the forward slow motion mode. The JOG Dial controls the speed. 

When pushing the SFT key and this key simultaneously, the recorder goes into the reverse 

slow motion mode. The direction and the speed are displayed on the Character Display. The + 

indicates the forward direction and the – indicates the reverse direction. The last set speed is 

internally stored, so the same slow operation is possible by simply push the VAR button. 

 

・ JOG dial:  

Controls the direction and the speed when the recorder is in JOG, SHUTTLE, and VARIABLE. 

When the FILE list, the CLIP list, the CUE list or SEQ list in the LIST menu is opened, the list 

items can be scrolled by this JOG dial. In the REC file selection procedure (SFT+MEN), the 

JOG dial scrolls the REC file number. 
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3_6 Ten-Key switch part 

Ten-Keys are used for typing the TC value, name of the REC files, CLIPs and CUE points. 

The SFT (SHIFT) key is used for working the secondary functioning of the buttons.  

 

・ Numeric keys 1 to 9: 

Uses for typing the numeric 1 to 9. When using with the SFT key, alphabet letters can be 

typed. The alphabet changes like A->B->C with each pushing. The numeric key “3” with the 

SFT key is used for typing the symbols (. - +_).   

 

・ Numeric key 0: 

Uses for typing the numeric 0. When using with the SFT key, this key works as the “CLEAR” 

key. CLEAR is used for deleting numeric values and alphabets that typed. It also deletes the 

last REC file, CLIPs, CUE points and SEQ. The CLEAR is also used for deleting the error 

massage on the character display. 

 

・ SFT key:  

SHIFT key. This key is used for working the secondary functioning of the buttons. Most of the 

secondary functions are shown as white letters under the buttons. 
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4. SET-UP MENU 
 

The SET-UP MENU enables detailed set-ups of the recorder. 

The following set-up titles are displayed on the Character Display by pushing the MEN 

button. The detailed selection menu is displayed by selecting one of the set-up items below 

by the cursor keys (▲▼◄►), then pushing the SET button.  

 

(NOTE) The selected item is shown as the characters blinked. 

 

4_1. Set-up titles 

T C   G L   T S G A U D V I D  

L I S T C O N T I P A D C O N F F I L E 

 

The meaning of each set-up title is as follows: 

・ TC:   Time code related set-up. 

・ GL:   Gen-lock. Synchronization set-up. 

・ TSG:  Test Signal Generator. Selection of test signals.  

・ AUD:  Audio related set-up. 

・ VID:   Video related set-up. 

・ LIST:  Set-up regarding REC files, CLIPs, SEQ and CUE. 

・ CONT:  Set-up regarding control modes. 

・ IPAD:  Set-up of IP address. 

・ CONF: Set-up regarding DISK configuration.. 

・ FILE:  Set-up of file transfer. 
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4_2 Detailed set-up 

Detailed set-up items for each title is as follows: The arrow keys (▲▼◄►) are used for 

selection. The SET button fixes the selection.  

 

4_2_1 Time code set-up 

T C  C o u n t :  F U L L  D R O P      

U s e r  B i t :  E X T   I N T      ▼ 

S o u r ｃ e :    E X T  I R E C  V I T C ▲ 

          P B   F R E E      ▼ 

T I M E  S E L E C T :  T C   C T L    ▲ 

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ TC Count:  Selects the time count rule when the field frequency is 59.94. 

FULL:   Selects the Non-drop frame mode. 

DROP:  Selects the Drop frame mode. 

 

・ User Bit:  Selects the USER BIT to be recorded.  

EXT:    Selects USER BIT included in the input time code line. 

INT:    Selects internally generated USER BIT. 

 

・ Source:  Selects time source for the TC generator. 

EXT:    Selects LTC from rear panel. 

IREC:   Internal REC. Selects internally generated time code. The time 

count is incremented only in recode.  

VITC:   Selects VITC included in the HD-SDI. 

PB:     Selects the time code reproduced. (Used for the Assemble Edit) 

FREE:   Selects internal free run mode.  

 

・ TIME SELECT:  Selects the time counter to be displayed on the character display and 

the monitor out. 

TC:   Selects the time code. 

CTL:  Selects the internal counter. 
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4_2_2 GEN-LOCK set-up 

G L  M o d e :   A U T O  E X T       

          V I N   I N T      ▼ 

H － P h a s e :  ― 0 0 5   C l o c k    ▲ 

V － P h a s e :   0 0 2   L i n e     ▼ 

F I X － S T D ：   O F F   5 9 . 9 4    ▲ 

P S F  M o d e ：  O F F   O N        

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ GL Mode:  Selects the GEN-LOCK mode.  

AUTO:  Automatic selection (Priority: EXT>VIN>INT). The HD-SDI input 

signal is automatically selected in record mode and EE mode. 

EXT:   Locks to the BB or Tri-level sync on the EXT REF input. This mode 

can be also used for the recording (mostly in case of simultaneous 

REC/PLAY), but following two conditions must be met. 

(1) The HD-SDI input and the EXT REF input must be synchronized. 

(2) The phase difference between the HD-SDI input signal and the HD-SDI 

output signal after the V-Phase adjustment must be within ± 50H range. If 

it exceeds this range, some problem occurs on the audio signals and others.  

VIN:   Locks to the HD-SDI input. 

INT:   Selects internal free run mode. The HD-SDI input signal is 

automatically selected in record mode and EE mode. 

 

・ H-Phase:  Adjusts the H-Phase of the video output. Adjusting value can be input by 

typing the clock number or rotating the JOG dial (One clock period is 13.5 

ns). When needing to advance, type the “-“ sign by pushing the SFT+3 keys 

before input the value. The maximum adjustment range is ± 999 clocks. 

 

・ V-Phase:  Adjusts the V-Phase of the video output. Adjusting value is determined by 

typing the line number. When need to advance, type the “-“ sign by pushing 

the SFT+3 keys. The maximum adjustment range is ± 562 lines   
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・ FIX-STD:  Fixes the HDTV standard to 1080i/59.94. 

OFF: Does not fix the HDTV standard to 1080i/59.94. Automatically locks to 

the HD-SDI input signals. If you use the other HDTV standard, you must 

select this OFF mode. 

59.94: Fixes the HDTV standard to 1080i/59.94. Gen-lock time is faster than 

the OFF setting. 

 

・ PSF Mode: Fixes HDTV standard to the PSF mode when the HD-SDI signal source does 

not contain the Payload Identifier (SMPTE 352M).  If there is a payload 

identifier on the input, that standard is selected automatically. 

OFF: Does not fix to the PSF mode. If HD-SDI signal source contains the 

Payload Identifier, the HD standard is automatically detected. 

ON: Fixes to the PSF mode. 

 

4_2_3 TSG set-up 

V i d e o :     O F F   C B        

          R A M P  B L K      ▼ 

A u d i o :     O F F   1 k H z     ▲ 

                        

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ Video:   Selects the video test signal as a recording source.  

OFF:   No test signal is selected. (Normal mode) 

CB:    Selects Color Bar signal. 

RAMP:  Selects RAMP (SAW TOOTH) signal. 

BLK:   Selects Black signal. 

 

・ Audio:  Selects the audio 1 kHz test tone. 

OFF:  No test signal is selected. (Normal mode) 

１kHz:  Selects 1 kHz test signal. 

 

(NOTE)  The test signal locks to the HD-SDI video input when the HD-SDI input 

signal is connected. Otherwise, Gen-lock mode changes to the 

INTERNAL mode. The Audio 1kHz test signal must be used together 

with the Video test signals. 
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4_2_4 Audio set-up 

I n p u t :    A E S 3  E M B E       

C h a n n e l s : 2   4   6   8     ▼ 

S R C :      O N    O F F       ▲ 

D e l a y :    O F F   O N - - - 1 . 5 F ▼ 

V A R  S O U N D :  O N   O F F      ▲ 

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ Input:  Selects AUDIO input. 

AES3:    Selects AES3 inputs (Max 4CH) 

EMBE:   Selects Embedded audio inputs (Max 8CH) 

 

・ Channels:  Selects number of audio channels (stereo pair) to be recorded.  

2:    Selects CH1/CH2. 

4:    Selects CH1/CH2/CH3/CH4.  

6:    Selects CH1/CH2/CH3/CH4/CH5/CH6.  

8:    Selects CH1/CH2/CH3/CH4/CH5/CH6/CH7/CH8.  

 

・ SRC:   Selects insertion of the Sample Rate Converter. 

ON:   Selects insertion. (Normal mode) 

OFF:  Selects bypass mode. (Use to record Non-audio data) 

 

・ Delay:  Selects audio output delay with respect to the video output. 

OFF:  Selects no delay. (Normal mode) 

ON:  Selects to set the delay time. Delay range is 0 - 5.5 frames (0.5 

frames unit). The delay time can be input by Ten-Keys. For example, if you 

need 1.5 Frame delay, please type as “1” “5”. 

 

・ VAR SOUND:  Selects the sound output when the recorder is in variable modes 

(VAR/JOG/SHUTTLE/FF/REW).  

ON:  Outputs the variable sound. 

OFF:  Mutes the variable sound. 
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4_2_5 Video set-up 

Q u a l i t y :    H Q   L P 1   L P 2  

           L o s s l e s s     ▼

C h a r a c t e r :  O N    O F F     ▲

S i z e :       L A R G E  S M A L L  ▼

P o s i t i o n :   ↑ ↓ ← →         ▲

                       ▼

D i s p - T F :    O N    O F F     ▲

D i s p - R e m :   O N    O F F     ▼

D i s p - R e f :   O N    O F F     ▲

D i s p - F i l e :  O N    O F F     ▼

D i s p - M o d e :  O N    O F F     ▲

D i s p - S T D :   O N    O F F     ▼

D i s p - O p :    O N    O F F     ▲

D i s p - T C     O N    O F F     ▼

D i s p - E r r  :  O N    O F F     ▲

L E V E L :      O F F  1  2  3  4  ▼

A N C :        O N    O F F     ▲

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ Quality:  Selects the picture quality of the JPEG2000 compression. 

HQ:    Selects High-quality Lossy mode. (About 150 Mbps in average)  

LP1:   Selects Long-play1 Lossy mode. (About 110 Mbps in average) 

LP2:   Selects Long-play2 Lossy mode. (About 75 Mbps in average) 

 Lossless:  Selects Reversible Lossless mode. (Option) 

 

・ Character:  Selects the character insertion on the video monitor output. 

ON:    Selects insertion. 

OFF:   Selects no insertion. 

 

・ Size:  Selects the character size when the standard mode is the 1080 modes. In case of 

720P mode, the small size is automatically selected. 

LARGE:  Large character is displayed. 

SMALL:  Small character is displayed. 
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・ Position:   Adjusts the character position on the monitor. 

↑↓←→:  Enables adjustment. Using cursor keys for positioning.  

  

・ Disp-TF:  Selects the character insertion of the RAID configuration and the total file 

number. 

ON:    Selects RAID and TOTAL FILE display. 

OFF:   Disable RAID and TOTAL FILE display. 

 

・ Disp-Rem:  Selects the character insertion of the remaining time.  

ON:    Selects REMAINING TIME display. 

OFF:   Disable REMAINING TIME display. 

 

・ Disp-Ref:  Selects the character insertion of the GEN-LOCK source. 

ON:    Selects REF display. 

OFF:   Disable REF display. 

 

・ Disp-File:  Selects the character insertion of the selected REC file number.  

ON:    Selects FILE number display. 

OFF:   Disable FILE number display. 

 

・ Disp-Mode:  Selects the character insertion of the picture quality mode.  

ON:    Selects MODE display. 

OFF:   Disable MODE display. 

 

・ Disp-STD: Selects the character insertion of the current HDTV standard. 

ON:    Selects STD display. 

OFF:   Disable STD display. 

 

・ Disp-Op: Selects the character insertion of the current operation mode. 

ON:    Selects OP display. 

OFF:   Disable OP display . 

 

・ Disp-TC:   Selects the character insertion of the time code. 

ON:   Selects TC display. 

OFF:  Disable TC display.  
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・ Disp-Err:  Selects display of the recorder error.  

ON:    Selects ERROR display. 

OFF:   Disable ERROR display. 

 

・ LEVEL:  Selects the character insertion of the AUDIO LEVEL METER. 

OFF: Disable AUDIO LEVEL METER display. 

1:  Selects CH1/2 indication 

2:  Selects CH3/4 indication 

3:  Selects CH5/6 indication 

4:  Selects CH7/8 indication. 

・ ANC:   Selects recording of the VANC data. 

ON:   Selects VANC recording. 

OFF:  Disable VANC recording. 
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4_2_6 LIST set-ups 

L I S T :     F I L E  C L I P  C U E   

         S E Q   C L E A R  A L L  

 

・ LIST:  Selects one of the lists.  

FILE:  Selects REC file list. 

CLIP:  Selects CLIP list. 

CUE:  Selects CUE list. 

SEQ:  Selects sequence playback list. 

CLEAR ALL:  Deletes all stored CUE, CLIP or SEQ data. 

 

4_2_6_1 File (REC file) list   

< 0 0 0 >  S C E N E - 1            

< 0 0 1 > ＊ S C E N E - 2            

 

By selecting the FILE (push SET button while blinking), above file list is displayed.  

The ▲▼ keys and JOG dial can be used for scrolling. Pushing the SET key selects that file 

number. The following “File name sub-menu” is displayed by pushing the SFT key and ► 

key.   

When the REC number is blinking, pushing the SFT key and SHUTTLE button designates 

the ERASE INHIBIT for the REC file. The “＊” mark is added at the right side of the REC file 

number. Pushing the SFT key and SHUTTLE button again resets the ERASE INHIBIT. 

 

File name sub-menu 

N a m e : S C E N E - 1             

                        

 

In this sub-menu, a name or a comment can be input. The ◄► keys and ten keys are used 

for input.  
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4_2_6_2 CLIP list 

[ 0 0 0 ]  0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 5  H A R B O R 

[ 0 0 1 ]  0 1 : 2 2 : 3 5 : 0 0  H I L L - 1 

 

By selecting a CLIP (push SET button while blinking), above clip list is displayed.  

The ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial can be used for scrolling. Pushing the SET button selects the 

CLIP number. Pushing SFT key and the ► key opens the following CLIP set-up sub-menu. 

 

CLIP set-up sub-menu 

S t a r t - - - - - 0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 5    

E n d - - - - - - - 0 1 : 0 5 : 2 3 : 2 4   ▼ 

N ａ m e : H A R B O R - S C E N E - 0 1    ▲ 

                        

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

        The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ Start:    CLIP starting point time code. The start point can be changed after pushing 

the SFT key and the ► key. The ◄► keys and Ten-keys are used for the modification. 

Push the SET button for fixing the edited start time. 

 

・ End:     CLIP ending point time code. The end point can be changed after pushing 

the SFT key and the ► key. The ◄► keys and Ten-keys are used for the modification. 

Push the SET button for fixing the edited end time. 

 

・ Name:   CLIP name. The ◄► keys and Ten-keys are used for naming. Push the SET 

button for fixing the name. 
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4_2_6_3 CUE list 

( 0 0 0 )  0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 5  C R A S H  

( 0 0 1 )  0 1 : 2 2 : 3 5 : 0 0        

 

By selecting the CUE (push SET button while blinking), above CUE list is displayed.  

The ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial can be used for scrolling. Pushing the SET button selects the 

CUE number. Pushing the SFT key and the ► key opens the following CUE set-up 

sub-menu. 

 

CUE set-up sub-menu 

T i m e C o d e - - 0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 5    

N ａ m e : C R A S H               

 

・ TimeCode:  Marked time code for the CUE point. The mark point can be changed 

after pushing the SFT key and the ► key. The ◄► keys and Ten-keys are used for the 

modification. Push the SET button for fixing the time. 

 

・ Name:    CUE point name. The ◄► keys and Ten-keys are used for naming. The 

name can be changed after pushing the SFT key and the ► key. The ◄► keys and 

Ten-keys are used for the modification. Push the SET button for fixing the name. 

 

4_2_6_4 SEQ list 

 

{ 0 0 0 }  0 0 2 ― 0 0 1 － 0 0 0        

{ 0 0 1 }                    

 

By selecting the SEQ (push SET button while blinking), above SEQ list is displayed.  

Select one by using the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial and push SET button. Pushing the SFT 

key and the ► key opens the following CLIP selection sub-menu. (The character display on 

the MONITOR OUT also indicates the SEQ set-up sub-menu) 

 

SEQ set-up sub-menu 

0 0 1 : 0 0 0  0 0 0              

0 0 6 :                     
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Initially, only one CLIP number “000” is displayed. One to 128 CLIPs can be assigned for a 

sequence playback list. The CLIP event can be inserted one by one by pushing the SFT key 

and the ► key. The CLIP event can be deleted one by one by pushing the SFT key and the 

◄ key.  To assign the CLIP numbers on the SEQ list, move the cursor (the event blinks) by 

the ◄► key and type the CLIP number by using Ten Key switch. Push the SET button for 

determination. Maximum of 16 sequences can be assigned.  

Contents of sequences can be edited. Select the sequence number to be edited and push 

the SFT key and the ► key. The SEQ set-up sub-menu is displayed. Change the clip 

number by using the Ten Keys and the ◄► key. 

To execute the SEQ playback, select the SEQ number by the ▲▼ key or the JOG dial. 

Then push the SET button. The SEQ is selected and the SEQ number is displayed on the 

left bottom of the character display, and the current CLIP number is displayed on the right 

side of the SEQ number. The sequence playback starts by pushing the PLAY button.  

 

4_2_6_5 CLEAR ALL 

C L E A R  A L L : C U E  C L I P  S E Q   

                        

 

By selecting the CLEAR ALL on the LIST menu, the above selection menu is displayed. 

Select CUE or CLIP or SEQ and push the SET button. The message ”Are you sure?” 

appears. Select YES and push the SET button for deletion of all items in the CUE list, the 

CLIP list or the SEQ list. In case of canceling the deletion, select NO and push the SET 

button.  

 

C L E A R  C U E                

 A r e  y o u  s u r e ?  N O   Y E S   

 (NOTE) Above picture shows a case of the CUE deletion 
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4_2_7 Control set-up 

R e c - M o d e :  N O R M  I N H I B I T   

          I n t - m t n t - 0 0 3 F ▼ 

L o o p - R e c :  O F F   O N       ▲ 

P l a y - M o d e : N O R M  L O O P  D U B ▼ 

V a r - R a n g e : x 1    x ２    x 3  ▲ 

P ｒ e r o l l :   0 5 S           ▼ 

S t i l l - P i x : F R A M E  F I E L D    

Note) The ▼ mark means that there is a next page. 

     The ▲ mark means that there is a previous page. 

 

・ Rec-Mode:  Selects recording mode.  

NORM:   Selects normal recording mode.  

INHIBIT:  Selects inhibition of recording.  

Int-mtnt:  Selects the Intermittent (INTERVAL) recording mode. Frequency of recording 

frames is specified as “003F” for example, for recording one frame in every three frames. 

(002-999F can be specified)  

 

・ Loop-Rec:   Selects the LOOP-REC recording mode.  

OFF:  Selects normal mode. The recording stops when the DISK becomes full. 

ON:   Selects LOOP-REC mode. The recording continues till pushing the STOP button. 

The first portion of the DISK space is over written after the DISK becomes full.  

 

・ Play-Mode:  Selects playback mode. 

NORM:   Selects normal playback mode. Playback stops at the end of the REC file or the 

CLIP. 

LOOP:   Selects LOOP-PLAY mode. Playback repeats automatically within the selected 

REC file or the CLIP. 

DUB: Selects dubbing playback. Plural of REC files can be played back continuously until 

the end of the last recorded file.  
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・ Var-Range:  Selects Upper limit speed of the VARIABLE play. 

x1:      Select x1 times of play speed. 

x2:      Selects x2 times of play speed. 

x3:      Selects x3 times of play speed. 

 

・ Preroll:   Selects the PRE-ROLL time for the CUE-UP operation. Ten keys are used 

for the input. 

 

・ Still-Pix:  Selects the still picture mode in PB/stop. 

FRAME: Selects frame mode. 

FIELD: Selects field mode. 

 

 

4_2_8 IP Address set-up 

I P - A d d = 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 0 0 .   1   

S U B N E T = 2 5 5 . 2 5 5 . 2 5 5 .   0   

 

NOTE) This menu is not used currently. 
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4_2_9 Config. set-ups 

S E L  P T N : 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  

E R S  P T N : 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 ▼ 

R A I D :      R D - 0  R D - 1     ▲ 

N R .  O F  P T N :  1  2  4  8     ▼ 

F I L E  S T Y L E :  M U L T I  S I N G L ▲ 

H D D - F o r m a t :  O F F  F O R M A T   

 

・ SEL PTN:  Selects one of Partitions. Number of partition can be specified on the “NR. 

OF PTN” clause. One to eight partitions are selectable. The number in this 

clause is changed depending on the “number of partition” selected. 

0:  Selects the partition 0.  

1:  Selects the partition 1.  

2:  Selects the partition 2.  

3:  Selects the partition 3.  

4:  Selects the partition 4.  

5:  Selects the partition 5.  

6:  Selects the partition 6.  

7:  Selects the partition 7.  

 

・ ERS PTN:  Erases all files in the selected Partition. Number of partition can be 

specified on the “NR. OF PTN” clause. One to eight partitions are selectable. 

The number in this clause is changed depending on the “number of 

partition” selected. 

0:  Erases all files in the partition 0.  

1:  Erases all files in the partition 1.  

2:  Erases all files in the partition 2.  

3:  Erases all files in the partition 3.  

4:  Erases all files in the partition 4.  

5:  Erases all files in the partition 5.  

6:  Erases all files in the partition 6.  

7:  Erases all files in the partition 7.  

After selecting the partition and pushing the SET button, the message ”Are 

you sure?” appears. Select YES and push the SET button for deletion of all 

files in the Partition. In case of canceling the deletion, select NO and push 

the SET button. 
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(Note) If the ERASE INHIBIT is designated on any one of the REC file in 

the partition, you cannot execute the Erase Partition. Reset all ERASE 

INHIBIT flag before the Erase Partition. 

 

・ RAID:   Specifies configuration of the DISK. This configuration cannot be intermingled 

in the same SSD Magazine.  

RD-0:  Selects the RAID-0 configuration. Data is written onto three SSD 

drives sequentially. You can achieve maximum recording time, but failure of 

one SSD drive causes to lost the recording contents. 

RD-1:   Selects the RAID-1 (Mirroring) configuration. The same recording 

data is written in three SSD drives in the SSD Magazine simultaneously. The 

noiseless playback is possible even if two of three hard disk drives are fail. 

The recording time becomes 1/3 of the RAID-0. 

 

<Caution> If you use the Lossless mode or the Simultaneous 

record/play mode with the quality of HQ and LP1, the RD-0 must be 

selected.  

 

・ NR. OF PTN:  Specifies number of Partitions. One to eight partitions are selectable.  

1:  Selects one partition.  

2:  Selects two partitions.  

4:  Selects four partitions.  

8:  Selects eight partitions.  

 

・ FILE STYLE:  Specifies the file style to be recorded.  

MULTI:  New file is created for each recording operation.   

SINGL:  Only one file is created for plural recording operations. Newly 

recorded data is consecutively followed just after the previous recording.   
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・ HDD Format:  Executes whole erase of the SSD Magazine. (Formatting) 

This HDD-Format operation must be done after changing the RAID 

configurations, number of partitions or file style. 

OFF:   Selects no erase. (Normal)  

FORMAT:  Selects the whole erase. After pushing the SET button, the 

confirmation message “Are you sure?” is appeared. Select YES and push 

SET button for the execution of the whole erase. 

 

(NOTE) If the ERASE INHIBIT is designated on any one of the REC file, 

you cannot execute the HDD-Format. Reset all ERASE INHIBIT flag 

before the HDD-Format. 

 

 

4_2_10 File Transfer set-ups 

I P - A d d = 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 0 0 . 3     

C L I P :      C L I P = 0 0 5       

NOTE) This menu is not used currently. 
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4_3 Error message 

Error message is displayed on the lower line of the character display and on the lowest line 

of the video monitor character, when one of the recorder errors occurs.  

Use the CLEAR（SFT+0）key to clear the error indication.  

The meanings of the error massages are as follows:  

 

DIAG. MEMORY Detects MEMORY fail in the diagnostic process after power 

on.  

DIAG. ENCODER Detects a fail on the ENCODER board in the diagnostic 

process after power on. 

DIAG. DECODER Detects a fail on the DECODER board in the diagnostic 

process after power on.  

DIAG. CORE Detects a fail on the CORE board in the diagnostic process 

after power on.  

POWER ALARM Detects an abnormal voltage of the DC power supply.  

FAN ALARM Detects a stop of the cooling fan. 

NO TIME CODE IN There is no time code or an abnormal time code at the TC IN 

connector when EXT TC mode is selected.  

NO EXT SYNC There is no external sync or an abnormal sync at the EXT 

REF IN connector when EXT mode is selected as a 

GEN-LOCK source.  

RAID1 DISK0 Detects a fail on the DISK-0 when the RAID-1 is selected.  

RAID1 DISK1 Detects a fail on the DISK-1 when the RAID-1 is selected.  

RAID1 DISK2 Detects a fail on the DISK-2 when the RAID-1 is selected.  

RAI0 DISK Detects a fail on any one of three disks when the RAID-0 is 

selected. 

DISK FORMAT Detects an error during the DISK FORMAT process. The 

DISK FORMAT is not performed. 

END OF DISK The recording reaches the end of disk when the recording 

mode is NORMAL (not in Loop REC mode).  

ILLEGAL QUALITY The Lossless mode is selected in RAID-1 configuration.  

NO INPUT There is no VIDEO INPUT or abnormal input at the start of 

recording.  

FILE OVER FLOW Number of REC files exceeds a maximum number of 512.  

ILLEGAL FILE Selected a REC file that is not existing.  
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ILLEGAL CLIP Selected a CLIP that is not existing.  

ILLEGAL CUE Selected a CUE number that is not marked. 

ILLEGAL SEQ Selected a CLIP number for SEQ list that is not existing. 

ILLEGAL CLIP IN SEQ The selected CLIP for SEQ playback is invalid. (example: 

the original REC file which the CLIP appointed was already 

deleted)  

REC ODD/EVEN FLAG The odd/even sequence is not correct while recording the 

interlace signal.  

REC INPUT UNSTABLE The HD-SDI input disturbed during recording.  

FILE ERASE INHIBIT Tried to delete the REC file with the ERASE INHIBIT.  

DC POWER The input DC voltage drops below the specified voltage. (DC 

Battery version JP2pro_rev.SB only)  
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5. Operation Guide 
 

5_1 Initial Set-up 

Please confirm the Following set-ups before making recording or playback. 

 

5_1_1 Configuration of the SSD Magazine 

Open CONF (Configuration) menu and select the following items regarding the DISK 

configurations. This configuration completes by executing the HDD-Format. 

 

(1) RAID: Choose the RAID configuration in the [RAID] selection item. You can choose the 

RAID-0 (Striping) or RAID-1 (Mirroring). Select the RAID-0 in normal recording. Long 

recording time is possible in this mode. RAID-1 is effective for greatly improving the 

security of the recorded contents. Please note that there is a limitation mentioned above. 

Also, the recording time decreases by 1/3 of that for the RAID-0. 

 

(Note) RAID-0 must be selected when using the “Lossless” mode for the video quality or 

intending to use the simultaneous record/play with the quality of HQ or LP1.  

  

(2) Number of Partition:  You can choose 1, 2, 4, or 8 partitions in the [NR. OF PTN] 

selection item. Each partition can be treated as an independent disk. The recording area 

on the disk is equally divided, resulting shorter recording time in each partition, so you 

should carefully choose the partition number by considering the RAID configuration and 

the QUALITY you are going to use. 

 

Config menu 
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Relationsh  between partition and the recording area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) File Style

MULTI, ne

one file is 

the previo

  

(4) HDD Form

disk forma

 

 Config m

 

 

 

5_1_2 Select 

Open CONF m

selection is als

 

 Select Pa

 

 

 

ip
: Select the file style in the [FILE STYLE] selection item. If you select the 

w files are created as you make new recordings. If you select the SINGL, only 

created in the selected partition. The newly recorded data is added just after 

usly recorded data like assemble editing. 

at: Execute the [HDD Format] after selecting the (1)-(3) selection items. The 

tting is completed. 

enu 

Partition 

enu and select the Partition Number in the [SEL PTN] selection item. This 

o possible by the “SFT+JOG” shortcut key.  

rtition indication 
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5_2 Recording 

Typical recording procedure is explained in this paragraph. 

 

5_2_1 Selection of video quality 

Open Video menu, and select a video quality for recording. (The quality is automatically 

retrieved in playback as it was set in the recording.) 

 

 Video menu (Quality) 

 

 

 

 

Approximation of recording time with respect to the Quality level: (1,536 GB SSD magazine) 

Quality type Quality level 60i Recording time 24p recording time

LOSSLESS Uncompressed quality Approx. 5.6 Hours Approx. 7 Hours 

HQ Comparable to HDCAM-SR Approx. 17.6 Hours Approx. 22 Hours 

LP1 Comparable to HD-D5 Approx. 22.4 Hours Approx. 28 Hours 

LP2 Comparable to HDCAM Approx. 40 Hours Approx. 50 Hours 

  (Note) The recording time is depending on the bit depth and the picture complexity. The time in this 

table was measured with relatively busy (complex) HDTV picture material (1920x1080 

10-bits)”.  

 

 
5_2_2 Record mode set-up 

If you want to do the Loop-Recording, open CONT (CONTROL) menu and choose ON in the 

[Loop-Rec] selection item.  In the Loop-Rec mode, the recording continues until pressing 

the STOP button. When recording reaches to the end of the disk (or partition), it continues 

recording by returning to the beginning of the disk and overwriting the prerecorded part. If 

you want to prevent the overwriting, you should choose OFF. The recording stops at the end 

of the disk.  

 

Loop-Rec set-up 
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In the [Rec-Mode] selection item, you should choose one of three recording modes. 

NORMAL is normal recording, the INHIBIT prevents the recording and the Int-mtnt 

achieves interval (Time Laps) recording. The NORMAL should be chosen for normal 

recording. 

 

 Rec-Mode set-up 

 

 

 

 

 

5_2_3 Confirmation of the remaining time, and erasing method.  

Please confirm the remaining time of the disk or Partition before recording. The recording 

stops half way, if remaining capacity is not sufficient.  

In case there is less capacity remained, please delete the last REC file, or erase the full 

Partition or disk after moving the needed files to the other storage devices 

 

5_2_3_1 Confirmation of remaining time 

When pressing the ► key in standby mode, the remaining time is displayed on the right 

bottom of the character display. This value is calculated from average data rate recorded in 

the past. So please remind this value is not quite accurate. Please have a enough room for 

the recording.  

 Remaining time indication 
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5_2_3_2 Erase of the last recoded file 

Press the SFT key and MEN key simultaneously for selecting the REC file. The REC 

number on the left bottom of the character display starts blinking. Select the last REC file by 

the ▼ key or JOG dial.  Then press CLEAR (SFT＋0). Dialogue, “Are you sure?” is 

displayed. Select YES by ► key and push the SET button. The file will be erased.  

(Assuming if there are five recorded files, REC-1 to REC-5, only the fifth file “REC-5” can be 

erased at that moment.)  After deleting the REC-005, the REC-004 can be newly erased, 

and so on. 

 

(NOTE) Erasing of the last REC file cannot be executed when the ERASE INHIBIT flag is 

designated on that file. Please reset the ERASE INHIBIT flag (＊) before erasing by pushing the 

SFT key and the 0 key simultaneously while blinking the REC file number.  

 

 

 

 

 

(NOTE) The same erase function and the ERASE INHIBIT function are possible by selecting the 

REC file from the [FILE] selection item in the LIST menu.  

 

 

5_2_3_3 Erase of all recorded files in the Partition 

Without affecting the other partitions, you can erase all REC files in the selected partition. 

Open CONF menu and select the partition number in the [ERS PTN] selection item. 

Dialogue, “Are you sure?” is displayed. Select YES by ► key and push the SET button. 

The file in that partition will be erased. 

 

(NOTE) Erasing of the REC files in the Partition cannot be executed when the ERASE INHIBIT 

flag is designated on any one of the files. Please reset all the ERASE INHIBIT flags (＊) before 

erasing.  

 

 Config menu 
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5_2_3_4 Erase of all recorded files in the disk 

Please select the [HDD-Format] on the CONF menu and press the SET button. Then select 

the FORMAT by ► key and push the SET button. Dialogue, “Are you sure?” is displayed. 

Selecting YES and pushing SET button causes full erase of the SSD Magazine. After 

erasing, this menu returns to the OFF state automatically.  

 

(NOTE) If the ERASE INHIBIT is designated on any one of the REC file, you cannot execute 

the HDD-Format. Reset all ERASE INHIBIT flags before the HDD-Format. 

 
 Config menu 

 

 

 

 

 

5_2_4 AUDIO set-up 

Please select the AUDIO input and the number of AUDIO channels in the AUDIO menu. If 

you intend to make an AUDIO After-Recording, please secure the proper channels for that. 

If the post process is unknown, you should select the Embedded input and 8 channels.  

 

 AUDIO menu 

 

 

 

 

(NOTE)  In case that you want to record NON-AUDIO (e.g. Dolby-E), you must select 

the SRC OFF.  

 

 AUDIO menu 
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5_2_5 Time Code set-up 

Selecting the Time Code source. The INTERNAL REC mode is used practically. Please 

select the TC menu, and push the SET button. Then select the Source and push the SET 

button. If you want to select the Internal-Rec mode, please select the IREC and push the 

SET button. TC count is incremented only during recording in this mode. For selecting the 

other source, please refer to the “4_2_1 Time code set-up”.  

 

 TC menu 

 

 

 

 

5_2_6 Time Code reset and preset 

The time code initial value can be set before recording when selecting the IREC mode or the 

Internal Free. If you want to have all zero value, Please push the SFT key and the ◄ key 

simultaneously (TC Reset).  

If you wan to have a non-zero value, you should use the TC Preset. Type a desirable value 

by Ten-Keys, and push the SFT key and the ► key simultaneously. For example, if 59 min 

30 sec 00 frame is desirable, hit “00593000” and push the SFT key and ► key 

simultaneously.  

 

5_2_7 Selection of the Internal Counter (CTL)  

You can display the Internal Counter (CTL) value on the character display or monitor output 

instead of the time code value. Please open the TC menu, and select LTC in the [TIME 

COUNT] selection item. The procedure for reset and preset of the CTL is the same as the 

clause, [5_2_6 Time Code reset and preset]. 

 

 TC menu 
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5_2_8 Gen-lock mode selection 

In normal recording, the recorder should be locked to the HD-SDI input signal. When the 

AUTO is selected in the [GL mode] selection item in the GL menu, the recorder starts 

locking to the HD-SDI input signal after selecting the EE mode by pushing the REC button 

independently. 

In case of “simultaneous REC/PLAY” operation, you can choose the EXT for the [GL 

mode] aiming to lock the recorder to the EXT REF signal if the following conditions are met. 

(1) The HD-SDI input signal and the EXT REF signal are synchronized. 

(2) The phase difference between the HD-SDI video input and the HD-SDI video output 

after the V-Phase adjustment is within the range of ±50H. If it exceeds, problems occur 

on the audio signal and the video signal.  

 

GL menu 

 

 

 

 

 

5_2_9 Start Recording 

Please push R button for recording. While pressing the REC button, push the PLAY button. 

The recording starts.  

Push the STOP button to terminate the recording. 

New REC file is created in each recording when the MULTI is selected on the [FILE STYLE] 

selection item in the CONF menu. (Only one file is created when SINGL is selected.) If you 

want to add a name or a comment to the REC file, please do it by referring to the “4_2_6_1 

File List” paragraph. If you want to erase the last REC file, please refer to the “5_2_3_2 

Erase of the last recorded file” paragraph.  
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5_2_10 Erase inhibit of the REC file 

You can set the ERASE INHIBIT flag if you want to avoid an accidental erase of the 

recorded file. Please push the SFT key and MEN key simultaneously. The REC file number 

starts blinking. Select one of the desirable REC file number by the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial. 

Pushing the SFT key and STL (SHUTTLE) button sets the ERASE INHIBIT flag. The “＊” 

mark on the right side of the REC file number indicates the ERASE INHIBIT. Push the SFT 

key and STL button again to reset the ERASE INHIBIT flag. 

The ERASE INHIBIT can be done in the LIST menu also. Please open LIST menu and 

select the FILE menu. Select one of the desirable REC file number by the ▲▼ keys or the 

JOG dial. Pushing the SFT key and STL button sets the ERASE INHIBIT flag. The “＊” 

mark on the right side of the REC file number indicates the ERASE INHIBIT. Push the SFT 

key and STL button again to reset the ERASE INHIBIT flag. 

 
 Erase Inhibit flag (Main) 

 

 

 

 
 Erase Inhibit fl

 

 

 

 

 
5_2_11 Intermittent

You can make a rec

1-999 frames. Pleas

“4_2_7 Control set-

skip. For example, 

recording starts by p

 

 REC mode set

 

 

 

ag (LIST menu-File) 
 (Interval) recording 

ording with some frames skipped. The frame number to be skipped is 

e select the Int-mtnt (Intermittent) recording mode by referring the 

up” paragraph. Then type the number how many frames you want to 

if you record one frame in every ten frames, please type “010”. The 

ressing the REC button and the PLAY button.  

-up  
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5_3 Playback  

Typical playback procedure is explained in this paragraph.  

 

5_3_1 Selection of the REC file 

If you have set plural partitions, please select a partition number by open the CONF menu 

and select the [SEL PTN (Select Partition)] selection item, or by the shortcut key 

“SFT+JOG”. 

 
 Select Partition indication 

 

 

 

 
The left bottom of the character display indicates the REC file number. Push the SFT key 

and MEN key simultaneously. The REC file number starts blinking. Select desirable number 

by using the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial or typing the number by ten keys, and then push the 

SET button. The REC file is selected. If you want to select the REC file by referring to the 

names or comments, please open the LIST menu and select the FILE menu. Refer to the 

“4_2_6_1 File (REC file)” for more detail.  

 

 REC file (REC-XXX) indication  

 

 

 

5_3_2 Start playback 

Playback is initiated by pressing the PLAY button. You can also select VAR, JOG, or 

SHUTTLE if needed.  

 

5_3_3 Search by designating time code 

If the desirable time code value for search is known, you can directly search without marking 

the CUE point. For example, if you want to search and stop at 1 hour 20 min 15 sec 00 

frame, hit ten keys as “01201500”, then simply push the Srch button. The recorder moves to 

that point instantaneously 
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5_3_4 Mark a CUE point  

CUE point can be marked by simply pushing the Mark IN button. The CUE point number 

automatically increases at every Mark. If you want to add a name or a comment to the CUE 

point, please open the CUE list in the LIST menu. Refer to the “4_2_6_3 CUE list” for more 

details. 

 

5_3_5 Search by selecting a CUE point in the CUE list 

The CUE list is displayed by pushing the SFT key and the ▼ key simultaneously. Select a 

desirable CUE point by the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial. Push the Srch button. The recorder 

moves to that point instantaneously.  

 

CUE list selection menu 

 

 

 

 

 

5_3_6 Delete a CUE point 

The CUE list is displayed by pushing the SFT key and the ▼ key simultaneously. Please 

select a desirable CUE point to be deleted by the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial. Push the 

CLEAR (SFT+ 0) for deleting the CUE point.  
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5_3_7 Delete all CUE points on the CUE list 

Open the LIST menu, select the CLEAR ALL and push the SET button. The CLEAR ALL 

selection menu is displayed. 

 
 LIST menu 

 

 

 

 
 CLEAR ALL Selection menu 

 

 

 

 
Select CUE, and push the SET button. The following dialog message is displayed. Select 

YES by the ► key and pus the SET button. All CUE points on the CUE list will be deleted. 

 
 CLEAR CUE dialog 
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5_3_8 Making a CLIP 

You can define a CLIP by designating a start and a stop position on a REC file. The CLIP is 

an imaginary file, so actual recording of video and audio specified by the CLIP is not exist on 

the DISK. The information about the CLIP is stored in the control table on the disk, so you 

can continue to work with the SSD Magazine on the other JP2pro_rev.S.   

 

Push the Mark IN button at the desirable starting point of the CLIP. (This point is stored as a 

CUE point at this moment.) Then move to the desirable ending point of the CLIP, push the 

Mark OUT (SFT+ Mark IN ) button.  

CLIP Name input sub-menu is displayed. If you add a name or a comment, type alphabets 

or numeric by using Ten-Keys. Then push the SET button. The CLIP is stored in the CLIP 

list.   

Note) Stored CUE point is cleared at the time when Mark OUT is set.  

 

 CLIP Name input sub-menu 

 

 

 

 

5_3_9 Playback a CLIP by selecting a CLIP in the CLIP list  

CLIP list is displayed by pushing the SFT key and the ▲ key simultaneously. Pease select a 

desirable CLIP by using the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial. Push the SET key. The CLIP is 

selected, and the beginning portion of the selected CLIP content is displayed on the monitor.  

 

5_3_10 Delete a CLIP 

CLIP list is displayed by pushing the SFT key and the ▲ key simultaneously. Pease select a 

desirable CLIP to be deleted by using the ▲▼ keys or the JOG dial. Push the CLEAR (SFT 

+ 0) key for deleting the CLIP. 
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5_3_11 Delete all CLIP data on the CLIP list 

Open the LIST menu, select the CLEAR ALL and push the SET button. The CLEAR ALL 

selection menu is displayed. 

 

 LIST menu 

 

 

 

 
 CLEAR ALL selection menu 

 

 

 

 
Select CLIP, and push the SET button. The following dialog message appears. Select YES 

by the ► key and then push the SET button. All CLIP data on the CLIP list will be deleted.  

 
 CLEAR CLIP dialog 

 

 

 

 

 
5_3_12 Loop playback (repeat playback)  

LOOP playback can be done in the selected REC file or the CLIP.  

Please select the LOOP play mode by referring to the “4_2_7 Control set-up”.  

Pushing the PLAY button initiates the LOOP playback. The playback will be repeated until 

the STOP button is pressed.  

 

LOOP playback set-up menu 
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5_3_13 Sequence playback of plural CLIPs 

You can make a continuous playback of selected plural CLIPs. Up to 128 CLIPs can be 

assigned for one sequence, and up to 16 sequences can be registered.  

For making CLIPs, please refer to the “5_4_8 Making a CLIP” paragraph. 

In the LIST menu, select SEQ and push the SET button. Following SEQ list appears. 

 

 

 LIST menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 SEQ list 

 

 

 

 

You can select one of the sequences by the ▲▼ key or the JOG dial. Then push the SET 

button. The SEQ is selected and the SEQ number is displayed on the left bottom of the 

character display. The sequence playback starts by pushing the PLAY button.  

 

To make a new sequence or to edit the existed SEQ, please push SFT key and ► key 

simultaneously. The following SEQ set-up sub-menu appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, if you want to make a sequence of eight CLIPs, please push SFT key and ► 

key simultaneously at first. The sequence event is inserted on the cursor (blinking) position. 

Please repeat this insertion procedure six times. You can get eight sequence events as 

depicted below.  
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To assign the CLIP numbers, please move the cursor by the ◄► keys to the sequence 

event that you want to assign. Then type the CLIP number by the ten-key switch. Repeat 

this procedure till all the sequence is completed as depicted below. To determine the 

sequence, please push the SET button. 

 

 

 

 

 

You can observe the SEQ set-up sub-menu on the MONITOR OUT. The character display 

changes when you select the SEQ set-up sub-menu as depicted below. The asterisk 

indicated the cursor position. 

 

Initial indication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After assigning the

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CLIP numbers 
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5_3_14 Continuous playback of all REC files (Dubbing play) 

Using this DUB playback mode, you can continuously playback all or plural REC files. In 

NORMAL playback mode, the recorder stops at the end of the selected REC file. But in this 

DUB playback mode, the recorder continues playback beyond the REC file boundary and 

stops at the end of the last REC file.  

In the CONT (CONTROL) menu, select Play-Mode and push the SET button. Select the 

DUB and push the SET button. The recorder goes into the DUB playback mode. 

You can start playback at any desirable position in any desirable REC file. 

 

Play-Mode selection menu 
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5_4 Simultaneous record/play (OPTION) 

You can access the recorded part while keeping the recording. The function such as 

Mark/Search, JOG/SHUTTLE/VAR, PLAY is possible.  

 

(NOTE 1) This operation is impossible with the Lossless mode. 

(NOTE 2) RAID-0 allows the simultaneous REC/PLAY with the HQ, LP1 and LP2 mode. 

Only the LP2 mode is possible for the RAID-1 configuration.  

  

For initiating the recording, please push the R button of the machine mode. While pressing 

the REC button, push the PLAY button. The recording starts. Please refer to the “5_3 

recording” for more details.  

Push P button after starting the recording. You can control playback functions while not 

affecting the recording. 

(Note) About 4 seconds period after that was just recorded cannot be accessible.  

 

・ When the recorder reaches to the end point of the file (about 4 seconds before the 

recording position), the recorder goes into PLAY mode automatically. 

・ Pushing the SFT key and the FF button in stop mode, the recorder jumps to the end point 

of the file (about 4 seconds before the recording position) instantaneously, and goes into 

PLAY mode automatically 

・ Pushing the SFT key and the REW button, the recorder jumps to the start point of the file 

instantaneously. 

・ The recording does not stop when the P button is activated. Please push the R button 

before pushing the STOP button to stop the recording. 
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APPENDIX Secondary function using the “SFT” key 
 

Combination of the SFT key and several control keys or buttons enables secondary 

functions or short-cut operations. The table below shows these secondary functions. 

  

Control Key Function 

SFT+REW Moves to the start point of the selected REC file. 

SFT+FF Moves to the end point of the selected REC file. 

SFT+REC “PB”--- Selects PB video and muted audio in stop mode. 

SFT+Srch “CUE”--- Cue ups at the Mark point minus PREROLL time. 

SFT+Mark IN “Mark OUT”--- Designates the end point of the CLIP. 

SFT+STL Sets or resets the “ERASE INHIBIT” to the selected REC file. 

SFT+JOG Jumps to the “Select Partition” menu. 

SFT+VAR Changes the mode to the Reverse Slow motion.  

SFT+MEN Enables the REC file selection. The REC number blinks to 

show the selection mode. You can change the REC file, or 

change the “ERASE INHIBIT” condition. 

SFT+▲ Jumps to the “CLIP list “ menu. 

SFT+▼ Jumps to the “CUE list” menu. 

SFT+◄ “TC RESET”--- Resets the TC value into all zero. 

SFT+► “TC PRESET”--- Presets the TC value designated by Ten-key 

buttons. 
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